
ESSAYS ABOUT BOOK BANNING

Free Essay: School boards and teachers have a responsibility for protecting the By banning books from the classroom,
we prevent our students from learning.

Throughout my school years, teachers have pounded into my head how important it is to read. Freedom to
read is the freedom to read anything. Countless works of literature were banned for having mention of
sexually explicit language or a sexual act, even though the work as a whole did not intend to serve this
purpose. Wilder herself for the Little House on the Prairie series To understand censorship, you have to start at
the beginning. Chances are, you have once read and maybe even declared a banned book your favorite book.
In Fahrenheit , a fireman has the job of starting fires. Banning a book means having it removed from our
libraries and school systems. Many people believe they must protect themselves and others from the "evils" of
many classic books and works of art because they can be deemed "indecent" in one way or another. Reasons:
Unsuited for children under 18, violence. Students will be more distracted by cell phones and pay less
attention to the teacher and to the lesson. As America has grown and developed over the years, these core
beliefs do not seem to be as sacred as they once were. Parents can so easily ban a book nowadays because no
one opposes them. Which book you read is your decision, however you should keep in mind the
appropriateness of your choice- make sure it is a book that your parents would not find objectionable. So long
as it stays within the law it can sell what it wants. We believe Americans have the right to buy, stores have the
right to sell, authors have the right to write and publishers have the right to publish constitutionally protected
material. I have read many books I wanted to read even though it was prohibited and that's the way I want it to
always be. The media specialist then decides if the book should be put on the shelf or not. Banning books that
contain sexual content, vulgarity, and violence give children and young adults a reason to snicker about these
topics when discussed in class because we are taught that these topics are not appropriate to talk about
publicly Now imagine those books being banned from the education system. Why does a student even need to
use a cell phone during school. Children, with guidance from parents, should be able to make decisions about
what they read and believe. But banning books takes the books off the shelves, abolishing even the slightest
chance that those condemned books might be able to be read at all. After their first encounter, Montag returns
home to find his wife overdosed on sleeping pills. Book banning affects many different people, from the
people who read books to the people who write them. Get Essay Your essay should include a paragraph that
summarizes the book as well as three logical, defendable reasons why the book should or should not be
banned from a middle school library. This has to be stopped; books cannot be taken off of the shelves at the
rate that they are today. The final reason is, cell phones are a distraction to other students who are trying to
learn. It is the books that will never be written, the books that will never be read. Harry Hoffman, president of
Walden Book Co. There are hundreds of books being challenged every year in the United States, for various
reasons Parents have no proof that a poem can do this. Yet as outmoded as banning may seem, censorship is
still a huge part of the United States literary culture. I believe Burned should not be banned from schools
because it has great moral lessons to teach teenagers This very essay has the potential to not be seen by the
eyes of another because someone could deem it unsuitable for their standards. A rubric outlining the
expectations will be posted on my Teacher Page. Actually there is no need to imagine, because as you are
reading this more and more books are being forbidden for students to read.


